Ariba® Network Standard Account for Suppliers

Benefits

- Completely free for suppliers
- No change management or IT resources required
- Digital order-to-cash processes

About SAP® Ariba
Solutions

SAP® Ariba® solutions support the marketplace for modern business, creating frictionless exchanges between millions of buyers and suppliers across the entire source-to-pay process. Our market-leading solutions enable companies to simplify collaboration with their trading partners, make smarter business decisions, and extend their collaborative business processes with an open technology platform.

More than 5.3 million companies use SAP Ariba solutions to connect and collaborate around nearly US$3.75 trillion in commerce on an annual basis. To learn more about SAP Ariba solutions and the transformation they are driving, visit www.ariba.com.

With a standard account for Ariba Network, you can collaborate with your customers on the network at no cost. The standard account lets you transact an unlimited number of documents, such as purchase orders, invoices, and more. You will have access to basic functionalities, such as:

- Receiving purchase orders
- Sending invoices and payment status
- Participating in sourcing events
- Collaborating on contracts
- Creating self-enabled digital catalogs

Create your standard account today by registering online.

KEEP YOUR BUSINESS MOVING

Once you join Ariba Network, you can leverage a standard account to manage orders, invoices, confirmations, and more.

When you receive purchase orders via your registered e-mail address, you can confirm and quickly flip them to invoices. Ariba Network provides you with notifications, so you can monitor each step of the process.

Robust documentation and learning content is available for you in our help center.

IMPROVE TRANSACTION VISIBILITY

The standard account provides you with an easy-to-use, centralized portal. Both you and your customer can keep up-to-date with relevant information, especially with your leads and orders. Additionally, you can access our SAP Ariba Supplier mobile app to manage your business on-the-go.

NO EXTRA WORK AND NO FEES

The standard account for Ariba Network is completely free for suppliers. This account type does not require change management processes, new IT equipment, nor additional resources.

NEED MORE ADVANCED OPTIONS

If you need more advanced capabilities, such as an enhanced order and invoice experience, ERP integrations, or priority and expert support, the enterprise account can better suit your needs.

Learn more here.